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t kschildrenscabinet.org
Find out more a

On April 11th, Governor
Kelly challenged us all
to be early childhood
stakeholders.

In her remarks to the Kansas Children’s Cabinet she underlined the
importance of the early years—and the role of each and every Kansas
community—in shaping the future of Kansas.
Kansas received a federal planning grant to facilitate a collaborative effort to shape our
state’s future direction for early childhood. Parental voice and choice are paramount to
this effort, with the needs and preferences of Kansas families top of mind.
This one-year federal planning grant supports the development of a comprehensive
needs assessment and strategic plan for early childhood in Kansas. Our Tomorrows
engages parents, early childhood professionals, providers, educators, and others in
storytelling opportunities, community meetings, and idea generation sessions.
Each story becomes part of a collective, statewide map of community strengths and
needs and helps us:
Consider real-life struggles and resilience through the storyteller’s own perspective

Understand how gaps in service delivery are experienced

Highlight what families think and what they want for our youngest Kansans

Shape the strategic plan for the early childhood system in Kansas

Our Tomorrows partners will use the rich dialogue and findings from this work to
support decision-making that ensures every Kansas child has the best start in
life. The Kansas Children’s Cabinet and Trust Fund, Kansas Department for
Children and Families, Kansas Department of Health and Environment, and
Kansas State Department of Education are partnering to carry out this
important work.

Funds for this project are provided through the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Administration for Children and Families
(ACF) Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The Preschool Development Grant Birth through Five 90TP0016-01-00 was awarded to the Kansas
State Department of Education (KSDE). The Kansas Children’s Cabinet and Trust Fund, the Kansas Department for Children and Families, and
the Kansas Department of Health and Environment are leading this work with KSDE. This information or content and conclusions should not
be construed as the official position or policy of, nor should any endorsements be inferred by HHS, ACF, or the U.S. Government. Any food or
refreshments are not paid for by federal funds.
The Kansas State Department of Education does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, or age in its programs
and activities and provides equal access to any group officially affiliated with the Boy Scouts of America and other designated youth groups. The
following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the non- discrimination policies: KSDE General Counsel, Office of General
Counsel, KSDE, Landon State Office Building, 900 SW Jackson, Suite 102, Topeka, KS 66612, (785) 296-3204.
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Navigating the Guide
SenseMaker is a unique approach to narrative research. The results of a SenseMaker
study are meant to guide decision-making and take action in a complex environment.
Below are three things to keep in mind as you begin to explore this new form of data.

The unit (n) is the story. Most graphs show
percentages based on regional story counts.

Be active. The report supports your own sensemaking
and decision-making. Nobody knows your experience
better than you. If your interpretation and ideas differ,
it’s your responsibility to share.

Interpretations of the data are intentionally
provocative to spur your thought process and actions.
The writers of this report do not make any claim that
their interpretations are the only ‘right’ ones.

Please email the Our Tomorrows team at ourtomorrows@ku.edu
if you have questions or would like clarification.
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Community Profile
North Central
Counties
Smith

Cloud

Morris

Osborne

Ottawa

Chase

Russell

Saline

Barton

McPherson

Jewell

Washington

Mitchell

Clay

Lincoln

Dickinson

Ellsworth

Marion

Rice

Riley

Republic

Geary

Current North Central Story Count

183 stories
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North Central Kansas
Key Partners and Story Collection Overview
Child Advocacy and Parenting Services (CAPS) of Salina
CAPS of Salina joined the Our Tomorrows project in April 2019 and collects stories
through their family support services. They attend community events including
Community Baby Showers, Big Truck Night, and Back to School Fairs. In addition
to collecting stories at events, CAPS mentors also collect stories from their clients
and families attending parenting classes, including stories from their Spanishspeaking clients.
Citizen Journalists
Katherine Bruce joined the project in May 2019 and collects stories through her
active role in her community, primarily collecting in McPherson County.

STORIES MATTER
Respondents in the North Central Region are sharing meaningful stories
that made a significant impact on their lives and they want others to know.
41.2%	said the story they shared happened only once and 25.3% said the
story they shared happens once in a while. That means the majority of
stories (66.5%) were not day-to-day experiences.
70.1%	of respondents selected that they would always remember their
experience. This means the stories were impactful and will stick with them.
27.5%	said everyone in their area should know about their experience. Only 6.6% of
respondents said no one should know.
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North Central Kansas
Demographics
The following statistics reflect the demographics of people who shared their story
in North Central Kansas. Our Tomorrows data is not generalizable – the patterns we
see are only based on those who chose to share their story. In some cases, these
demographics will not reflect the actual demographics of the region. Help us by asking
people who aren’t represented to share their story!
These percentages are determined from the datasets of North Central Kansas (n=183)
and statewide (n=2,132). As people continue to share stories in your region, story counts
and maps published through Our Tomorrows will be updated.
North Central N=183
Kansas N=2132

Gender

Gender

83% 80%
NORTH CENTRAL
KANSAS

17% 19%
1%
Male

Female

1%

Another Gender
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North Central Kansas
Demographics
Race (n=183)
North Central Kansas respondents identified as:
77.6%

White
Black or African American

4.9%

American Indian or Alaska Native

2.2%

Asian

1.6%

Compared to responses statewide,
the North Central region had 3% more
respondents that identified as another race.

0%

Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander
Another Race

9.3%

Preferred not to say

4.4%
The representation of Hispanics or Latinos/

Ethnicity

as was similar to the statewide data.

North Central Kansas respondents identified as:
15.8%

Hispanic or Latino/a

80.9%

Not Hispanic or Latino/a

3.3%

Preferred not to say

INCOME

North Central N=164
Kansas N=2132

Income

NORTH CENTRAL

KANSAS

30%
24%

25%
21%
20%

26%
23%

22%

19%

18%

18%
14%

15%

15%

10%
5%
0%

Less than $20k

$20,001-$39,999

$40,000-$59,999

$60,000-$79,999

Greater than
$80,000
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Themes

Emergent Patterns
To help us understand Kansans’ lived experience and augment the early childhood
system needs assessment, we are focusing on the following key themes:

BRIGHT
Spots

We have defined Bright Spots as family experiences of thriving, resilience, and support.
These are the stories we want to amplify and to have more of in our communities.
These can be singular events or ongoing experiences.

DISRUPTORS
We have defined Disruptors as unique and/or singular events that negatively interrupt
a family’s lifecourse broadly and trajectory in early childhood, specifically. Disruptors
are negative experiences from which people need to “bounce back” and might indicate
gaps that present opportunities for further support and programming. Disruptors
include the following categories: unemployment, transportation, housing, health,
safety, family separation, and new child.

Unmet

NEEDS
We have defined Unmet Needs as ongoing needs that are persistent issues. Unmet
needs are chronic even if triggered by a specific event. The following are included
in this category: stress/anxiety/depression, access to childcare, parenting knowledge,
safety, basic needs, and financial needs.

Unheard

VOICES
Unheard Voices are defined as Our Tomorrows experiences shared by vulnerable
groups whose stories are often invisible and who do not have a seat at the decisionmaking table. We identified Unheard Voices when a story specifically mentions
someone in one of these groups, or the storyteller self-identifies as a member of one of
these groups. Unheard Voices were coded on narrative content, and are not based on
demographic information. The following are often Unheard Voices we seek to elevate:
Low income working families, incarcerated people, young children not in school, people
with emotional, behavioral, or developmental conditions, people with special health
care needs, people living in poverty in rural areas, people in the foster care system, and
non-English speakers.
© 2019 University of Kansas Center for Public Partnerships and Research

BRIGHT
Spots

35% of North Central Stories Included Bright Spots
64 of 183 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team.

There is a lot that is already working in the Early Childhood System in
the North Central Kansas. However, there is still work to be done! The amount
of Bright Spots in the North Central Region was about 10% less than the average
percentage of bright spots in other regions.
Nearly 50% of stories including bright spots were shared by people with a family
income of $40,000 or less.

BRIGHT SPOTS

N=171

NORTH CENTRAL
70%
59%

60%
50%
40%

35%

30%
20%
10%
0%

6%

Yes

No

Maybe
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BRIGHT
Spots

When things got tough, families were able to rely on support from others.
The most predominant clusters of stories in the When Things got Tough Triad
was toward the Support from Others corner (40% of stories). By working with Our
Tomorrows stories, North Central Kansas can continue to build on this strength.
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DISRUPTORS
61% of North Central Stories Included Disruptors
112 of 183 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team.

Health and the addition of a new child were major Disruptors in North Central
Kansas. 32% of stories coded with Disruptors by the Our Tomorrows team focused on
health crisis, health care, or ongoing medical problems. 24.1% of stories with Disruptors
were about the challenges that accompany the addition of a new child to the
household, whether by birth, adoption, or foster care.
Family Separation was also a common Disruptor in the North Central Region.
20% of Disruptors were about families broken up due to divorce, incarceration, death of
a family member, deportation, or children being removed from the home.

N=112

NORTH CENTRAL
35%

32%

30%
24%

25%
20%

20%
15%
10%

6%

6%

6%

5%

5%
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Unmet

NEEDS
60.7% of North Central Stories Included Unmet Needs

111 of 183 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team. Some of these needs were met as part of the experience
that was shared and are no longer ongoing.
Families in the North Central region have a high need for information about
parenting and other resources available to their families.
25.2% of Unmet Needs coded by the Our Tomorrows team referenced a need for more
knowledge regarding raising families. This percentage is double that of the percentage
statewide.

UNMET NEEDS

N=111

NORTH CENTRAL
30%

25%

25%

21%

18%
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15%
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Unheard

VOICES
58% of North Central Stories Included Unheard Voices
107 of 183 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team.

Most of the Unheard Voices in North Central Kansas came from Low Income
Working Families.
34% of stories with Unheard Voices reference the struggles that North Central families
face to make ends meet, despite holding regular employment.

UNHEARD VOICES

N=107

NORTH CENTRAL
40%
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Unheard

VOICES
People who aren’t usually heard or empowered to make systematic changes
are also left feeling like they are making decisions based on things beyond
their control.
In the Decisions triangle, the highest density of respondents indicated that they were
making decisions beyond their control. Most respondents that marked their stories this
way were also low income (under $40,000 of family income per year).
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Community Sensemaking Workshop
Notes

August 26, 2019 / Salina, KS

Key

TAKEAWAYS

Hosted by Child Advocacy and Parenting Services on August 26, 2019 in Salina, Kansas,
the Our Tomorrows team held a Community Sensemaking Workshop with 12 service
providers that work together to support Saline and neighboring counties.
Service providers were proud of the way that different partners had different strengths
and program areas. When needs of families weren’t being met, they would know
where to refer them. Ideas for Actionables were about how to develop outreach to
those people and increase presence in parental support groups.

Activity

SUMMARY
1

Introductions
and Expectations

Workshop participants introduced themselves and shared what they hoped to
learn from stories during the workshop.

2

Kansas
Early Childhood Journey

Facilitators shared the context of the statewide Early Childhood Systems Building
work and the role families’ experiences play in shaping the needs assessment and
strategic plan for early childhood in Kansas.

3

Sensemaking
Guide

Participants were introduced to the regional Community Sensemaking Guide that
highlights the demographic information of people who shared stories with Our
Tomorrows and patterns related to Bright Spots, Disruptors, Unmet Needs, and
Unheard Voices.

4

Working
with Stories

Tables were given a story pack from key patterns found in the stories collected
in North Central Kansas. Each table sorted the story pack into groups of similar
stories, gave each category/theme a title, and then chose an exemplar story that
best represented the category/theme. The category/theme titles and exemplar
stories were then taped to a flip chart. The left side of the chart read “More Like
This,” indicating family experiences the group wished to see more of in the future,
and “Fewer Like That,” which included family experiences that the groups hoped
to see less of in the future.
© 2019 University of Kansas Center for Public Partnerships and Research

5

Group
Discussion

Each small group then discussed three questions:
1. What patterns did you see in your stories?
2. What surprised you?
3. What did you expect to see but didn’t?
Each group then chose a reporter to share their findings with the large group.

6

Moving
to Action

To prepare for Community Action Labs, small groups decided on quick, local,
and inexpensive Actionables that could change the patterns that were identified
during the “Working with Stories” activity.
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Insights of

WORKING WITH

STORIES

Each Community Sensemaking workshop is an opportunity for community
members to explore patterns and themes in the ways that families interpreted
their experiences. The sensemaking work completed in these workshops was
captured by the Our Tomorrows team so that it can be used to spur new ways of
thinking about making change in Community Action Labs.
Outlined on the following pages are the themes and patterns that emerged while
participants were working with their community’s stories. Each page of notes
represents the work of one group in the workshop. Each group read and interpreted
one “Story Pack” from the Our Tomorrows data set.
On each page, you will see the following:
A title that shows what pattern the group worked with during the “Working with

Stories” activity

A picture of the pattern from the Our Tomorrows SAVVY Dashboard

An image of the flipchart completed by workshop participants, which includes

titles of themes and example stories sorted by “More like this, fewer like that”

A typed list of the main themes and example stories taken from the flipchart

A list of Actionable ideas that participants thought could change the patterns that

emerged from the stories they read (this activity didn’t occur at every regional
workshop due to the great conversations that happened in earlier activities)

The insights that were uncovered in the Community Sensemaking Workshops can
drive big changes!
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VIEWS TRIAD

Friends and Family
In the experience you shared,
views on raising a family
were shaped by…

MORE THEMES LIKE…
Family Support
Example: Support
Babies & Vaccines
Example: Mom not to be

ACTIONABLES

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.
Parent Support Groups


FEWER THEMES LIKE…
Life Changing Moves
Example: Divorce after 38 years
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THINGS GET TOUGH TRIAD

Support from Others
In the experience you shared,
when things got tough, what
helped the family get through?

MORE THEMES LIKE…
Immunizations

Example: APRN

Celebration

Example: Texas Vacation

Help Arrived (food)

Example: Hungry & Blessed

Community Supports Met Needs
Example: Grateful & Miraculous

Resilience

Example: Getting better

FEWER THEMES LIKE…
Missing help gaps in support

ACTIONABLES

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.
Schedule an immunization at school/

preschool

Continue food donation systems

Report child abuse when there is any

reason to suspect

Encourage HR professionals screening


applicants to advise people not meeting
their hiring standard to consider
entering the field of childcare. Also, ask
what is their spouse doing
for work if they are hired for your job.

Example: A downward spiral

Lacking Childcare

Example: Moving back to town
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DECISIONS TRIAD

Things Beyond
the Family's Control
In the experience you
shared, decisions were
made based on…

ACTIONABLES

MORE THEMES LIKE…

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.

Bright Spots – Support

Example: Relieved mother

Immunizations
	
Example: Hearing Impairment from meningitis
and advocating for immunization as a nurse

FEWER THEMES LIKE…
Transportations

Example: Helping families help themselves

Addiction Mental Health

Example: A downward spiral

OCCK transportation free bus passes

Support for addict + family – Central

Kansas Mental Health, DVACK, CKF,
Catholic Charities

CAPS Bullying Program

CAPS – family mentor program

Grandparent support group


Domestic Violence

Example: Abuse to stability

Bullying

Example: Bullying

Low Income Working Families
Example: Making ends meet

Unemployment

Example: Unemployment

Child not in School

Example: Unknown pressures of students

Grandparents Raising Grandkids
	
Example: Struggles of grandparents raising
grandkids
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POSITIVE HOMELIFE TRIAD

Center

In the experience you shared,
the family’s homelife felt…

ACTIONABLES

MORE THEMES LIKE…

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.

Good Family Time
Example: Blessed

Getting the support group info out


Vaccines
	
Example: Chicken Pox Play Date

to the community not just target
agencies

On the Rise
	
Example: Grateful & Miraculous

Find those that need extra resources by


New Baby
	
Example: One Cannot Give From an Empty Cup

teaming up with other local agencies

FEWER THEMES LIKE…
Hardships

Example: Making Ends Meet
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HOMELIFE POSITIVE TRIAD

Nurturing

In the experience you shared,
the family’s homelife felt…

MORE THEMES LIKE…
Vaccinations

Example: Eliminating Influenza hesitancy

Positive Community Support
	
Example: Relieved mother

FEWER THEMES LIKE…
Self-Survivors

Example: Helping hand

ACTIONABLES

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.
Target all populations, not just specific

populations with risk factors, ie. $$,
education

More advertising for EC resources–


radio ads, flyers with contact, different
languages

No Community Support

Example: Surviving the move
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DECISIONS TRIAD

Thoughtful P lanning
In the experience you
shared, decisions were
made based on…

ACTIONABLES

MORE THEMES LIKE…

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.

Vacation Planning

Example: Texas vacation

Recruit more providers in


Vaccination Health

the community

Example: APRN

Grateful For Resources
	
Example: Support
Quality Care
	
Example: Family sacrifices for quality child care

Carpool networking

Mentor program


Hard Work Pays Off
	
Example: Helping hand

FEWER THEMES LIKE…
Transportation

Example: Preschool transportation

Housing

Example: Moving back to town

Mental Health

Example: Healing at my own pace

Kinship/Adoption

Example: Struggling to know
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Important

CONVERSATIONS
Participants observed the following patterns about the local stories in their community:
When people had supports, they thrived. When lacking, they did not.

Families that do not fit into “at risk” parameters still need supports.

“Nurturing” responses included both positive and negative stories. Still, stories described

nurturing situations despite whether the individual or family received resources.

Service providers often were not told when parents were in crisis.

Many stories described issues within families, and those respondents were missing family

support to help improve their situations.

Participants highlighted:
Parents like telling their story and were excited to share their personal experiences.

People do not know where to go to both ask for and provide resources.

Needs in their community:

• A one stop shop or central place to call for resources.
• Parent support groups, including on Facebook and other social media.
• Marketing supports; people who are educated to look for the correct resources
and connections.
Participants were surprised about:
The lack of child care stories; maybe people were not sharing those stories because

they cannot go into community due to lack of child care.

Child care is expensive; people are not having children because they cannot find

child care.

The number of stories about perseverance and working hard.

Immunization bright spots are present in many stories.

Participants expected:
More stories about receiving support and resources.
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North Central

Community Action Lab Awardees
Community Action Labs are an opportunity to act on the patterns and themes
uncovered by the experiences shared through the Kansas Early Childhood Systems
Building effort and the Our Tomorrows SenseMaker® tool. Community Action
Labs will look different in each community and region based on collaboration with
local partners. Below is a list of those who received Community Action Lab awards. See
what changes are ahead for these communities!

Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

Family and Community Event(s)

		 Parents as Teachers

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Abilene
Marissa Steerman
msteerman@abileneschools.org
785-280-9718

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Parents as Teachers would like to have group connections and screenings outside of
our current office space, and acquire the necessary materials and/or screening tools
related to the event. Our current space is very limited in size and privacy. When we
are able to rent and utilize other facilities, the events appeal to a larger crowd. In turn,
more families learn about the services Parents as Teachers can provide. Many of our
group connections and events have previously been held at a local church. The church
is no longer in operation and we will be unable to use their facilities at the end of
October. This Actionable would allow us to rent facilities as needed and continue to
hold larger events. For example, our Christmas Dinner is our highest attended event.
To have the event this year, we will need to rent a local facility. We also participate in
free local screening events, and offer some of the same screenings through our office.
There are products and training offered that further expand our abilities and accuracy,
but come with fees. We also would like to be able to put on, and participate in, other
family-based events and connections. This Actionable would further expand our
community impact as well as promoting access to our services.

1 of 2

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

The Parents as Teachers program is available to any parent, relatives as caregivers,
and foster and adoptive parents. We serve children prenatal through kindergarten
entry. There are no fees, or income requirements, associated with any of the services
we offer. We are sponsored by USD 435. Depending on the prospective event, there
are numerous other community and local resources we could partner with. Some
previous partners include; OCCK Infant and Toddler Services, Salina Family Dental,
Heartland Early Education, Central Kansas Cooperative in Education, Abilene Parks &
Recreation, Abilene Public Library, and Neighbor to Neighbor.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

The majority of the family experiences that I read referred to specific community
resources. These resources guided a family in a time of need. Parents as Teachers is
a trusted resource for early childhood development and education. We are also able
to facilitate and support connections to community services based on specific family
needs. We are dedicated to building strong communities and strengthening families.
Through screenings we are able to identify infants and toddlers who may have a
developmental delay and/or health issue, and are in need of early intervention services.
Other program goals involve; improving parenting practices, school readiness and
success, prevention of child abuse and neglect, and increase parent knowledge of
early childhood development, among others.

2 of 2

North Central
Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

Youth Safety Initiative

		 Salina Family YMCA

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Salina
Marti Higdon and Michelle Williams
mhigdon@salinaymca.org
785-825-2151

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Provide child identification kits to parents of 500 youth in the year 2020 at multiple
family friendly events. These kits would include fingerprints and pictures of the
children along with other information to help identify the child in case of an
emergency. Will help purchase equipment to fingerprint quality staff.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

500 Youth from our community and their parents. We can partner with the local
sheriff’s department or other child advocacy agencies.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

People are wanting “good family time” and positive community support. These
activities will give families access to free events that will also provide them with a
piece of security in case of the worst situations. With all of the child runaways and sex
trafficking in our community, we feel that this is a support to our local families.

North Central
Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

Community Needs Assessment

		 USD 308

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Gypsum
LaNell Keeler
lkeeler@usd306.com
785-536-4291

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

We would like to send a survey to all patrons of our district to see what the needs are
for early childhood programs. Currently we have Parents as Teachers and 1 local private
preschool. We also have 4 licensed childcare homes.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

We have formed an Early Childhood committee with board of education members,
kindergarten teachers, preschool teacher, Parents as Teachers, and community
childcare owners. We have met a couple times the last 4 months. The committee has
come up with questions for the community input survey. We would like to hire the
Docking Institute from Ft. Hays to look at the survey, make any wording changes, and
send the survey to our list of patrons.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

Availability: We hear from some parents in our district that we need more childcare
options. Accessibility: Transportation to the 1 local private preschool is a problem with
working parents. Accessibility: The lower income families don’t feel like they can enroll
in preschool. Availability and Accessibility: The kindergarten teachers have requested
high quality early education for all preschoolers so that they all transition better and
have better social-emotional skills. The community needs assessment will show our
district’s early learning needs and if our community would help to fund and make any
additional programs sustainable.

What’s Next
There are many ways for you to stay involved with Our Tomorrows and help shape the future
of families and children in Kansas. Below are a few next steps:
Send feedback on workshop notes to the Our Tomorrows team.

Choose a pattern you want to change in your community.

Pick from the Our Tomorrows Sensemaking Guide.

Plan an Actionable that relates to the pattern chosen.

Submit a Community Action Lab application for funding.

Applications accepted beginning September, 2019.

Receive funding up to $2,000.

Try out your Actionable.

Share what you learned with the Our Tomorrows team.

Monitor progress by continuing story collection with Our Tomorrows.


To apply for an Actionable and to learn more about
how Our Tomorrows is using SenseMaker for needs
assessments, visit ourtomorrows.kucppr.org.

To learn more about the Kansas Early Childhood Journey,
visit ksearlychildhoodjourney.org.
If you have any comments, additions, or
perspectives that you would like to add to this
Sensemaking Guide, please email them to
ourtomorrows@ku.edu.

t kschildrenscabinet.org
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